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Ansrn-lgr

Structural and volume compressibility data for low albite were obtained by single-crystal
X-ray diffraction methods at pressures up to -4 GPa. The bulk modulus was determined
to be 54(l) GPa, with a pressure derivative of 6(l). Unit cell compression is anisotropic,
as indicated by unit strain tensors. In the softest direction, approximately perpendicular
to (100), the structure is three times more compressible than in the stiffest direction.
Intensity data were collected, and structures were refined at 0.00, 0.44, 1.22,2.68,and
3.78 GPa. With increasing pressure, (l) the volumes of the TO4 tetrahedra do not vary,
(2) the volume of the NaO, polyhedron varies linearly with the volume of the unit cell,
and (3) Si-O-Si angles increase or remain constant, but only Al-O-Si angles decrease, which
is consistent with the smaller force constant of the Al-O-Si vs. Si-O-Si angle. We conclude
that compression is accomplished through the bending of Al-O-Si angles, which squeezes
together the chains of four-membered rings that run parallel to [001] and that are separated
by zigzag channels containing Na atoms. The feldspar three-dimensional tetrahedral
framework can be considered to be made up of these chains, which are linked together by
O.-type atoms. The average value of the T-O.-T angle correlates with bulk moduli of
alkali feldspars. Al-Si disorder tends to stiffen the T-O.-T angle in high albite, which in
turn decreases the compressibility and thus can serye as a mechanism for pressure-depen-
dent ordering ofhigh to low albite.

Ixrnooucrrox be synthesized (Martin, 1969; Goldsmith and Jenkins,
I  985) .

The feldspar group of tetrahedral-framework alumi- The structure of low albite has been extensively studied
nosilicates comprises -600/o of the total volume of the by single-crystal diffraction experiments at room condi-
Earth's crust. Indeed, it might be possible to characterize tions and at high and low temperatures (most recently:
theEarth'scrustintermsofthepressure-temperaturesta- Armbruster et al., 1990; Smith et al., 1986; Wenk and
bility field of the feldspars. With increasingtemperature Kroll, 1984: Harlow and Brown, 1980; Winter et al.,
and pressure these structures become unstable, and new 1977),with the major emphasis given to determining the
structures are formed that contain AlOu octahedra instead nature of static vs. dynamic positional disorder at the Na
of AlOo tetrahedra. The stability boundary of albite, site and on understanding Al-Si order-disorder system-
NaAlSi.O*, has most recently been defined by Holland atics. The results of high- and low-temperature structure
(1980) as P:0.00265T fC) + 0.035 (GPa), above which determinations have indicated that the Na atom is not
it transforms to jadeite + quartz. However, without high statically disordered but instead vibrates with large an-
temperatures, the reaction appears to be quite slow, and isotropic motion about a single center (Winter et aI., 1977;
the structure of albite is probably metastable at increas- Smith et al., 1986). The shape of the anisotropic thermal
ingly high pressures until it transforms to a glass phase. ellipsoid is completely determined by the positions of the
This pressure-induced amorphization has been observed coordinated O atoms, as demonstrated by a linear cor-
for anorthite, another feldspar structure, through Raman relation between the mean-square displacement ampli-
(Daniel et al., 1993) and infrared (Williams and Jeanloz, tudes of the Na atom toward the O atoms and by Na-O
1989) spectral studies at 14-28 GPa. bond lengths.

Albite formed at lower temperatures displays complete Experimentally, Al-Si order-disorder is well docu-
ordering of the Al atom into one of four symmetrically mented, and its extent can be estimated within about 5olo
nonequivalent, tetrahedrally coordinated cation sites; at with X-ray diffraction techniques through the analysis of
higher temperatures, it may display complete disordering diffraction-peak positions [for example, A I 3 I : 20(l3l)
of Al into all four of the tetrahedral sites. A complete - 20(l3l)1, cell parameters, or T-O bond lengths (Kroll
series exists between both forms that is defined by the and Ribbe, 1980; Kroll, 1983). However, the crystal-
degree of Al ordering. With the application of pressure chemical reasons for the ordering of the Al atom into the
and temperature, albite with specific degrees of order can TIO site are not well understood. The ionic argument is
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that since the Oo, atom is bonded to two alkali cations,
then one of its two tetrahedrally coordinated cations
should include an Al atom for charge-balance consider-
ations. The covalent argument suggests that because ofzr
bonding effects, the Si-O-Si angles should be larger on
average than Al-O-Si angles. Since the T-O"--T and
T-OD--T angles are wider than 150", then these O atoms
should prefer bonding to Si atoms. This leaves only tbe
TIO site for Al atoms (see Smith and Brown, 1988, for
further discussion and references).

The compressibility of albite (K, : 48 GPa) was first
determined by Yoder and Weir (1951) using a piston-
cylinder apparatus to define the reaction nepheline + al-
bite : 2jadeite. With this value of the bulk modulus to
calibrate pressure, Hazen and Prewitt (1977) used single-
crystal X-ray diffraction methods to determine the vari-
ations of the unit-cell parameters of low albite in a Mer-
rill-Bassett miniature diamond-anvil pressure cell. They
argued that if the large anisotropic displacements of the
Na atom indicated static disorder, then the low albite
structure might transform from Cl to Pl symmetry upon
decrease in volume when the Na atoms order into two
diferent sites, which is analogous to the transformation
observed in anorthite. However, no transition was de-
tected.

Angel et al. (1988) determined the comparative com-
pressibilities of anorthite (CaAl,SirO'), low albite, and
high sanidine (KAlSi.O') by loading three crystals si-
multaneously into a Merrill-Bassett diamond-anvil pres-
sure cell and using X-ray diffraction techniques to obtain
unit-cell volumes at pressures up to 5 GPa. Low albite
and high sanidine were reported to have similar com-
pressibilities (Ko: 70 and 67 GPa, respectively), whereas
anorthite was less compressible (Ko: 94 GPa) and un-
derwent a phase transformation near 2.6 GPa. Hackwell
and Angel (1992) also determined the compressibilities
of reedmergnerite (NaBSi3Or, Ko : 69 GPa) and danbur-
ite (CaBrSi,O", IQ: 114 GPa) and reanalyzed the data
of Angel et al. (1988), providing modified bulk moduli of
58 and 83 GPa for low albite and anorthite, respectively,
while constraining the pressure derivative of the bulk
modulus, K'o, to a value of 4. The bulk modulus of mi-
crocline was determined by Hackwell (1993) to be 63
GPa (K6 = 4), and evidence for a phase transition near
3.7 GPa was observed. These studies provide data for
comparing the effects of M site (M : Na,K,Ca) diversity
in the interstitial cavities of the negatively charged tet-
rahedral framework and for comparing different T-O-T
linkages (T : Si,Al,B). Hackwell and Angel (1992) con-
cluded that the most important contribution to the dif-
ferences in compressibilities is that of stronger Ca2*-O
vs. weaker Na'+-O and K'+-O bonds and stiffer B-O-Si
vs. softer Al-O-Si and Si-O-Si bridging angles. The sim-
ilar Ko values for low albite and high sanidine (with com-
plete Al-Si disorder over the tetrahedral sites) suggest that
there is little difference between Si-O-Si and Al-O-Si link-
ages.

The structure of anorthite was determined at 2.5 and

3.1 GPa (Angel, 1988) to examine the effects of pressure

and the mechanism of the phase transition at 2.6 GPa. A
major difficulty in collecting X-ray intensity data from
single-crystal samples of triclinic symmetry that are con-
fined in diamond-anvil cells is that much of reciprocal
space is inaccessible because ofthe particular orientation
of the sample and the shielding of the X-ray beam by the
high-pressure cell. Angel (1988) attempted to overcome
this problem by collecting one set of intensities with the
crystal in a particular orientation and then reloading the
pressure cell at the same pressure as before but with the
crystal in a new orientation and collecting a second set of
intensities. Angel combined the two data sets and refined
the structure using a different scale factor for each data
set at each pressure, but there were still correlation prob-

lems and so the data were refined assuming 1l symmetry.
Tetrahedral bond lengths and volumes remained con-
stant over the pressure interval, and only a few T-O-T
angles changed. A calculation based on the reported data
indicated that the average T-O-T angle, (T-O-T), varies
as 136.8(3) - 0.29(ll)P (GPa). The longer Ca-O bonds
show some compression, but the volume of the CaOt
polyhedron did not decrease over the pressure interval.
Angel (1988) concluded that the anorthite structure ac-
commodates compression by the tilting of rigid tetrahe-
dra and the bending of T-O-T angles into interstitial cav-
ities occupied by Ca cations. Feldspar bulk moduli should
thus be controlled by the stiffness of the T-O-T angles
and the strength of the M-O bonds. For a more complete
review ofthe effects ofpressure on the feldspar group of
minerals, the reader is referred to Angel (1994).

The present study includes the first determination of
the structure of low albite as a function of pressure. In
obtaining these data, we hoped to identify the structural
mechanism for compression. In particular, as the tetra-
hedra are not expected to change much below 4 GPa, the
role of the Na atom and its large site and the variations
of the Si-O-Si and Al-O-Si angles should prove interest-
1ng.

Expnnrtvmnr.lr- METHoDS

Structure refinement at room pressure

The albite crystal used in this study is from Crete and
was kindly supplied by Paul Powhat of the Smithsonian
Institution (specimen no. U.S.N.M. 123519). The sam-
ple, measuring 90 x 75 x 40 trrm, is a (001) cleavage
fragment from a clear, gem-quality, 2.5-cm crystal. An-
other fragment from this particular specimen has also
been used in a study of O diffusion by Giletti et al. (1978)'

who determined its chemical composition to be
Abnn rAno rOroo.

The room-pressure diffraction data were collected in

air on a Rigaku AFC-5R diffractometer operated at 45

kV and 180 mA, with monochromatic MoKa radiation
(I : 0.7093 A;. Selected reflection profiles were checked
to verify crystal perfection and that twinning was not
present. The crystal was confirmed to have space group
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TABLE 1. A summary of the Crete low albite unit-cell data

P (GPa) a (A) D (A) c(A) a (") p (") r (') v(A')
0.00'
o.44',
0.6s
1.22',
1.47
1.80
2.07
2.38
2.68-
3 .13
3.44
3.78-
3.92
4.05

8.1372(6)
8.1 104(13)
8.0924(12)
8.0s1 0(1 6)
8.0334(21)
8.01 s4(1 8)
7.9928(26)
7.9790(16)
7.9567(21)
7.9295(1 8)
7.9143(14)
7.8925(17)
7.8836(24)
7.8738(17)

7.1574(6)
7.1482(21)
7.1394(22)
7.1242(22)
7.1172(291
7.1099(4s)
7.1021(401
7.0928(42)
7.0897(37)
7.0808{29)
7.072q33)
7.0667(39)
7.0650(32)
7.0628417l

94.245(9)
94.244(29)
94.253(13)
94.2s2(10)
94.251(291
94.232(28)
94.239(25)
94.222(2Ol
94.217(211
94.18q18)
94.180(18)
94.177(291
94.179(26)
94.169(30)

87.809(9)
87.835(19)
87.852(9)
87.909(7)
87.92q221
87.930(18)
87.971(18)
87.991(13)
88.02s(1 5)
88.0s6(12)
88.085(12)
88.128(19)
88.136(18)
88.',t44(211

664.02(9)
6s9.82(21)
656.58(21)
650.21(221
u7.17(291
644.12(421
640.90(39)
638.52(38)
63s.5q35)
631.66(28)
629.09(30)
626.06(36)
625.02(31)
623.87(19)

1 2.7867(1 s)
12.771q1s)'t2.7577(6)
12.7336(5)
12.7235(16)
12.71O9(14)
1 2.6995(1 1 )
1 2.6908(1 0)
12.67U(1O)
12.6627(8)
1 2.6538(9)
12.6400(1s)
12.63s9(13)
12.63140s)

1 1 6.605(6)
1 16.667(14)
1 16.714(14)
1 1 6.784(1 7)
1 16.886(22)
116.921(24)
1 16.941(28)
116.94q22)
116.992(24)
fi7.O2q20)
1 1 7.046(18)
117.074(211
117.O71(25)
117.064(171

- Intensity data were collected at these pressures.

symmetry Cl, with cell dimensions 4 : 8.1372(6), b:
12.7867(15), c : 7.1574(6) A, a : 94.245(9), p :
116.605(6), and ? : 87.809(9F, and a cell volume of
664.02(9) A' lTable l). These values agree with those
determined in previous studies of other ordered low-al-
bite crystals (Armbruster et al., 1990; Wenk and Kroll,
I 984; Harlow and Brown, I 980; Wainwright and Starkey,
1968). Cell parameters are sensitive indicators of Al-Si
order, so we conclude that this crystal is a representative
sample of ordered low albite.

A hemisphere of intensity data, Ioo,, was collected to
(sin d)/I : 0.7 A-, from a total of 1932 symmetrically
distinct reflections. No absorption correction was applied
to the intensities because the linear-absorption coefrcient
is sufficiently small (pr: 9.00 cm-').Neutral atomic scat-
tering factors (Doyle and Turner, 1968), as well as real
and imaginary anomalous dispersion corrections, were
used to model the electron distribution. We refined the
structure with anisotropic displacement factors and type
2 isotropic extinction (Becker and Coppens, 1975) to R
:0.031 and R*:0.034 using a rev ised vers ion of
RFINE4 (Finger and Prince, 1975). The structure factors
were weighted by [of-+ (pn ] ,, where oo was obtained
from counting statistics and p : 0.023 was chosen to
ensure that the errors were normally distributed through
probability plot analysis (Abrahams and Keve, l97l;

Ibers and Hamilton, 1974). This procedure also ensures
that y2 will be close to l. The refined values of the posi-
tional and displacement parameters are listed in Table 2.
They are in agreement with other room-condition refine-
ments and particularly with model 9 of the Armbruster
et al. (1990) study of the systematics of refinement pro-
cedures on low-albite crystals.

High-pressure lattice parameters

The crystal was transferred to a miniature diamond-
anvil cell (modified after Merrill and Bassett, 1974) with
a 4: I methanol to ethanol mixture as a pressure medium.
The pressure calibration was facilitated by fitting Lo-
rentzian functions to the fluorescence spectra of several
small ruby chips that were included in the diamond-anvil
cell. From least-squares estimates of the ruby R, and R,
peak positions, we determined the pressure of the exper-
iment using the relationship established by Mao et al.
(1978) with an error of approximately 0.05 GPa. The
positions of 32 reflections in the range 25o < 20 < 40o
were recorded with the eight-reflection centering tech-
nique (King and Finger, 1979) on an automated Huber
four-circle diffractometer using monochromatic MoKa
radiation at 13 pressures up to 4.05 GPa. Above this
pressure, the crystal became loose in the diamond cell,
and reliable data could no longer be collected. A least-

TaBLE 2. A summary of the Crete low albite structural data at room conditions

z Bq(F3l  A, , A O
P13 Pa

At,o 0.00887(8) 0.16835(4)
si,- 0.00370(7) 0.82030(4)
si.o 0.691 61(7) 0.1 1020(4)
st. 0.681s8{7) 0.88176(4)
Na 0.2682q14) 0.98930(9)
o^, 0.00523(19) 0.13114(11)
oo. 0.59186(18) 0.99705(10)
o"o 0.81268(19) 0.10974(11)
o". 0.82013(19) 0.8509802)
o"o 0.0128q19) 0.30187(10)
o". 0.02337(19) 0.69355(10)
ooo 0.20681(19) 0.10907(10)
oo. 0.18403(20) 0.86804{11)

0.20845(8) 0.6s(1) 0.00334{9)
o.237O7(7) 0.60(1) 0.00325(8)
0.31483(8) 0.64(1) 0.00299(8)
0.36040(8) 0.6q1) 0.00280(8)
0.14611(17) 2.89(2) 0.00591(17)
0.96733(20) 1.07(2) 0.0071(3)
0.28040(20) 0.83(2) 0.0036(2)
0.19097(23) 1.17(2) 0.0056(2)
o.2s8481241 1.39(2) 0.0058(3)
0.27091(22) 1.0q2) 0.00s0(2)
0.2288s(22) 1.07(21 0.0046(2)
0.38899(21) 1.11(2) 0.0054(2)
0.43600(221 1.26(2) 0.0061(3)

0.00102(3) 0.00386(11)
0.00094(3) 0.0032s(11)
0.00082(3) 0.0@42(11)
0.00086(3) 0.00443(11)
0.0064q8) 0.01685(28)
0.00163(8) 0.004s(3)
0.0010q4 0.0060(3)
0.00178(8) 0.008q3)
0.00233(8) 0.0112(4)
0.00116(7) 0.0079(3)
0.00108(7) 0.0082(3)
0.00172(8) 0.0048(3)
0.00187(8) 0.0051(3)

-0.00025(4) 0.0018q8) 0.00008(4)
0.00027(3) 0.00156(7) 0.00019(4)
0.00000(3) 0.001s2(7) 0.00018(4)
0.00011(3) 0.00156(7) 0.00026(4)

-0.00089(9) 0.0M07(17) -0.00604(12)
-0.0000(1) 0.0034(2) 0.0@5(1)
-0.0001(1) 0.0014{2) 0.0004(1)
-0.0006(1) 0.0043(2) -0.0o0q1)

0.0009(1) 0.00s8(3) 0.0003(1)
-0.0003(1) 0.0027(21 -0.000q1)

0.0004(1) 0.0018(2) 0.0004(1)
0.@05(1) 0.0011(2) 0.0004(1)

-0.0005(1) 0.0004{2) -0.0002(1)

Nofe.' Bq represents the isotropic equivalent of the anisotropic displacement factors given by exp (-22h,h,pr)
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Fig. l. The unit-cell volume of low albite as a function of

pressure. The solid circles represent the experimental data from
Table l. The error in the pressure determination is estimated to
be about 0.05 GPa, and the errors in the unit-cell volumes are
smaller than the dimension of the dots. The solid line represents
the weighted nonlinear best-fit curve for a third-order Birch-
Murnaghan equation of state, with refined parameters as listed.

squares refinement of the diffraction data gave the cell
dimensions in Table I . The estimated errors of the c-cell
edge are systematically larger than those of the a- and
b-cell edges because the shape of the crystal fragment
resulted in c* being aligned nearly parallel to the dia-
mond-cell axis. As a consequence of this particular align-
ment, all the reflections closer than -57'to c* were in-
accassible during the entire experiment.

Structure refinements at high pressures

Intensity data for the low-albite crystal were recorded
up to (sin 0)/),: 0.7 I r (20 = 60') for refinements of
the structure at 0.44, 1.22, 2.68, and 3.78 GPa on an
automated Huber diffractometer with monochromatic
MoKa radiation operated at 45 kV and 40 mA. We used
@ scans of l'widths in steps of 0.020" and counting times
of 8 s per step. At each pressure, several hundred peaks
that violate the C-centered lattice condition were scanned.
No significant intensities were observed. A summary of
the intensity collection procedures and refinement results
is provided in Table 3. The restricted access to much of
reciprocal space caused by the shielding ofthe diamond
cell, as well as the particular orientation of the crystal,
prevented the refinement of anisotropic displacement pa-
rameters for all atoms except Na.

RBsur.rs

Equation of state and unit-cell strain

The weighted volume and pressure data of Table I were
fitted to a nonlinear third-order Birch-Murnaghan equa-

o.2" ' ' o  1  2  3  4
Pressu re  (CPo)

Fig. 2. The magnitudes of the principal unit-strain coeffi-

cients between room pressure and P, as a function of pressure

calculated with the Strain program ofOhashi (Hazen and Finger,

1982). The bars represent I sd. The solid lines represent the best
l inear f i ts of the data: le, l  :0.0107(l) -  0'040(5)P, l . ' l  :

0.0041(l) -  0.018(5)P, l€31 :0.0035(l) -  0.017(2\P' The ma-
jor axes ofthe strain ellipsoid at 3.78 GPa are oriented 26, 82,

and 91", with respect to a, b, and c; I 13, 109, and 15"; and 103,

21, and 75o for e,, et, arrd er, respectively.

tion of state that gave a zero pressure volume, Zo :

664.06(9) A', a zero pressure bulk modulus, Ko : 54(l)
GPa, and its pressure derivative, K'o: 6(l). The volume-
compressibility curve obtained in the analysis is dis-
played in Figure l, along with the data recorded for the
crystal. The bulk modulus obtained in our analysis is

somewhat smaller than that determined by Hackwell and
Angel ( I 992) lKo : 57 (2) GPa, I(o= 4l from the low angle
data (9" < 20 = 17") that had been previously recorded
by Angel et al. (1988). However, if we also constrain Ki
to a vatue of 4.0, then we obtain Vo: 664.01(9) A', and
K" : 56.8(4) GPa, in agreement with the Hackwell and
Angel (1992) value.

An examination of the data in Table I shows that the
cell compression is quite anisotropic, with aa/ao: Lb/bo:
Ac/co: 2.67:l:1.09. The interaxial angles also vary sys-
tematically with pressure, with daldP : -0.022"/GPa,

d|/dP : 0.114/GPa, arrd dy/dP: 0.084"/GPa. How-
ever, because albite is triclinic, these axial measures do
not describe the anisotropic compression, which can be
better represented with strain tensors' Unit-strain tensors
were computed using the Strain program written by
Ohashi (Hazen and Finger, 1982). The magnitudes of the
principal strain coefficients are plotted in Figure 2 as a
function of pressure. Lines representing least-square fits
to the data are superimposed. The strain ellipsoid is al-
most prolate uniaxial, with two relatively stiff axes of
magnitudes 0.350(5) and 0.405(14) x l0-' GPa-' and a
softer one t1.066(13) x l0-2 GPa-'l that is approxi-

6200E
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Tlau 3. Intensity collection and refinement results for Crete low albite as a function of pressure

P(GPa) 0.44 1.22 2.68 3.78

v
z
Bq

4""

F,"

Oo' X

N o . o b s . / > 2 o ,

R"
Unweighted F
Alro x

v
z
B(iso)

Si , -  x
v
z
B(iso)

Siro x
v
z
A(iso)

Si". x
v
z
B(iso)

N a x

v
z
B(iso)

Oo, x
v
z
B(iso)

O"o X
v
z
B(iso)

O". x
v
z
B(iso)

O"o X
v
z
a(iso)

O". x
v
z
B(iso)

Ooo X

v
z
B(iso)

O * x

476
4.044
0.049
0.035
0.0089(3)
0.1 6819(9)
o.2o76(7)
0.64(3)
0.0040(3)
0.82043(8)
0.m6q6)
0.63(3)
0.6922(3)
0.1 1 044(9)
0.3159(8)
0.5e(3)
0.6816(4)
0.881 79(9)
0.3609(9)
0.61(3)
0.2691(5)
0.9890(2)
0.1489(1 2)
3.0(4)
0.0066(12)
0.0064(2)
0.01 80(73)

-0.0010(3)
0.0052(29)

-0.0059(7)
0.0061(8)
0.1317(2\
0.96892(1 7)
1 .1 7(6)
0.5916(6)
0.9971(2)
0.2790(1 5)
0.77(51
0.8137(7)
0.1 1 01(2)
0.19s0(15)
1.05(6)
0.81 90(7)
0.8509(2)
0.2563(1 6)
1.19(6)
0.0124(7)
0.301q2)
0.269q16)
0.s6(6)
0.0233(7)
0.6934(2)
o.2275(15)
0.92(6)
0.2064(s)
0.1 089(2)
0.3863(23)
1.1 9(8)
0.1809(9)
0.8680(3)
0.42861211't.44(71

418
0.045
0.058
0.056
0.0086(5)
0.1 681 (2)
0.2086(1 2)
0.66(4)
0.0032(4)
0.8204(1)
0.2364(1 1)
0.6s(4)
0.6915(s)
0.1 099(2)
0.31 59(1 3)
0.58(4)
0.6810(6)
0.881 8(2)
0.3632(15)
0.58{4)
0.2660(8)
0.9896(3)
0.1 41 1 (19)
3.6(7)
0.0064(1 7)
0.0063(3)
0.0310(129)

-0.0015(6)
0.0079(47)

-0.0068(13)
0.0067(1 1 )
0.1 31 5(4)
0.9689(27)
1 .1q l0 )
0.s896(10)
0.9973(4)
o.2794{25)
o.72(9)
0.81 19(1 1 )
0.1 091 (4)
0.1 91 4(26)
0.e9(10)
0.81 88(1 1 )
0.851 0(4)
0.256s(26)
1 .1 8(1 0)
0.0107(10)
0.3015(4)
0.2698(25)
0.86(s)
o.0244\1'tl
0.6940(4)
o.2332(27)
1.02(9)
0.2032(15)
0.1085(4)
o.3777(35)
1.25(13)
0.1 768(1 6)
0.8668(s)
0.4228(35)
1.42(11)

431
0.050
0.065
0.060
0.0072(s)
0.1 675(2)
0.2068(13)
0.57(5)
0.001 8(5)
0.8209(2)
o.2362(121
0.s4{4)
0.6909(7)
0.1 096(2)
0.31 69(1 5)
0.52(5)
0.6765{8}
0.881q2)
0.3600(18)
0.sqs)
0.26i]9(9)
0.9907(4)
0.1 41 9(21 )
4.2(7)
0.0092(21)
0.00s8(3)
0.0482(134)

-0.0007(6)
0.0168(s3)

-0.0048(14)
0.006q14)
0.131 1(4)
0.9701(31)
0.9q11)
0.s8s0(1 1)
0.9965(4)
0.2768{25)
0.48(9)
0.81 02(1 3)
0.1065(4)
0.1 886(28)
1.05(1 2)
0.81 47(1 3)
0.8s0qs)
0.2505(29)
1.24(1'tl
0.0083(13)
0.3010(4)
0.2727(30)
0.86(1 1 )
0.0215(13)
0.6941(4)
0.2282(281
0.88(1 1)
0.2104(19)
0.1090(4)
0.3911(41)
1 .08(1 5)
0.1744(18)
0.8667(s)
0.4232(38)
1.39(1 3)

414
0.057
0.071
0.065
0.0058{6)
0.1664(2)
0.206s(1 3)
0.60(5)

-0.000q6)
0.8206(2)
0.2361(13)
0.54(s)
0.687q8)
0.1085(2)
0.31 14(16)
0.49(5)
0.6716(9)
0.8802(2)
0.3s99(20)
0.48(s)
0.2s87(9)
0.e930(4)
0.1 392(21 )
3.q7)
0.0104(24)
0.0048(3)
0.0429(140)

-0.0001(6)
0.0160(59)

-0.00,14(14)
0.0073(15)
0.1 292(s)
0.9674(32)
0.90(1 2)
0.5810(12)
0.9964(4)
0.2824(261
0.6q11)
0.8079(14)
0.1 020(5)
0.1840(30)
0.99(1 2)
0.81 16(14)
0.84s2(s)
0.25s0(30)
1.27(13)

-0.0007(14)
0.3002(s)
0.2722(311
0.88(1 1 )
o.fi9q14)
0.693s(4)
o.224O(3Ol
0.78(1 1)
0.2114(23)
0.11oqs)
0.3863(47)
1.32(18)
0.'t782(221
0.8681(6)
0.4291(44)
1 .s9(1 s)

418
0.057
0.071
0.067
0.0041(6)
0.1657(2)
0.2056(13)
0.62(5)

-0.0mq6)
0.8204(21
0.2351(13)
0.60(5)
0.684s(7)
0.1071(2)
0.3074(14)
0.57(s)
0.6657(8)
0.8792(2)
0.355s(17)
0.53(s)
0.2596(9)
0.9s4q3)
o.1462(20)
2.4(6)
0.00s8(24)
0.0047(3)
0.018q131)

-0.0007(6)
0.00s6(57)

-0.005q13)
0.0093(16)
0.1274(5)
0.9684(3i])
0.8s(12)
0.577q13)
0.9960(4)
0.2805(24)
0.46(10)
0.8079(14)
0.0995(5)
0.18sq28)
1.04(12)
0.8054(14)
0.8484(5)
0.2s07(30)
1 .31(12)

-0.0066(13)
0.2992(5)
o.2704(28)
0.85(1 1)
0.0167(14)
0.693qs)
0.2222(281
0.87(11)
o.2124\20)
0.1 1 18(5)
o.3877(411
1.084(1 6)
0.'t770{2ol
0.8694(s)
o.4341(42)
1.34{13)

v
z
a(iso)

/Vofei B(iso) is in cubic ingstr6ms.
* From the constrained data set.

-- Weights were computed Oy o: t/o", + f F.

mately perpendicular to (100) at room pressure. The neg-
ative trends of the data in Figure 2 result from the stiff-
ening ofthe structure with increasing pressure. The slopes
in the two stiffest directions are statistically equal (-0.017
GPa-'z), whereas in the softest direction, the structure be-

comes stiffer at twice the rate (-0.040 GPa '). If the
slopes remain constant and the structure does not under-
go a transformation, then the compression is approxi-
mately isotropic at -30 GPa. Concurrent with the change
in anisotropy, the strain ellipsoid also rotates counter-
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Fig. 3. (a) A representation ofthe chains oftetrahedra that are
parallel to [001], with Na atoms shown as thermal ellipsoids in
a slice of the albite structure,0.5 = l, < 0.8. The view is down

[010] with a and c as indicated. (b) This figure represents the
slice 0.3 = y = 0.8 with the same orientation as a. We show the
pairs of chains related by the inversion isometry and linked by
means of the Oo, atoms. All the Na atoms are located between
these layers of tetrahedral chains. (c) This figure represents the
slice 0.5 = y = 1.0 with the same orientation as a. The layers

are linked by O.o and O.- atoms to form the double-crankshaft
feature that runs along [100] and is commonly used to describe
the feldspar structure. (d) The strain ellipsoid at 0-3.78 GPa and

unit-cell outline. The magnitudes ofthe principal strains indicate

that 100e1/(tr * e2 * e3) : 600/o of the volume decrease is due to

compression along e', which is nearly perpendicular to (100). A

comparison of the orientation of the strain ellipsoid and the

crystal structure shows that compression is related to the soft

zigzagchannels that run parallel to [001].

clockwise around its most compressible axis by -3.4/

GPa. The unit-strain ellipsoid from 0 to 3.78 GPa is
shown in Figure 3d, superimposed on an outline of the
unit cell viewed along [010]. The orientation and anisot-
ropy can be compared with the crystal structure illustrat-
ed in Figure 3a-3c.

Structural variations with pressure

Selected bond lengths and angles are surnmarized in
Table 4. The results of the refinement at room pressure
are included in Table 4, along with the results provided
from a subset of room-pressure structure factors that were
restricted to the same set of reflections that were obtained
at high pressure within the diamond cell. This procedure
was considered necessary to provide a meaningful com-
parison of room-pressure and high-pressure results. Be-
cause of the particular orientation of the crystal within

the diamond-anvil cell, the bond lengths and angles cal-

culated from the high-pressure data sets have large as-

sociated errors ifthey are oriented near c*. Consequently,
average TOo bond lengths appear to be more meaningful
than individual bond lengths within a given tetrahedron
since the individual bondJength errors range from 0.00 I

to 0.03 A.
A plot of the average T-O bond lengths for the four

nonequivalent tetrahedra indicates that they appear to

remain constant over the pressure range of the experi-
ment (Fig. 4). The rigid behavior of the T-O bonds is not
surprising, given the strength of the bond, the pressure

range of the experiment, and the flexibility of the frame-
work structure. Similar results have been observed for

SiO, framework structures refined at high pressures such

as quartz and cristobalite (Hazen et al., 1989; Glinne-
mann et al., 1992 Downs and Palmer, 1994) and for the
AlO, and SiOo tetrahedra in the anorthite structure (An-
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Tlat-e 4, Selected bond lengths and angles for Crete low albite as a function of pressure

P(GPa) 3.780.00" 1 .22 2.68

(At,o-o)
(si,_-o)
(siro-o)
(si,.-o)
Al,o-oA1-si1.
siro-oo2-sir-
Al,o-o"o-sirc
si,.-o".-si,_
Al,o-oco-si2,
si,.-oc.-siro
Al,o-ooo-si2.
si,_-oo--siro
Na-Oo,
Na-Oo,
Na-Oo,
Na-O"o
Na-O"o
Na-Ooo
Na-Oo.
Y(NaO,)

1.7381(71
1 .6108(7)
1 .6156(7)
1 .6167(7)

141 .44(9)
1 30.02(9)
139.71(9)
161 .18 (1  1 )
129.65(9)
135.74(9)
134.12(9)
151 .7q11 )

2.s38(2)
2.66s(2)
2.36q2)
2.4s9(2)
2.977(2)
2.$q2)
3.002(2)

23.18

'1.734(41
1.60q4)
1.623(4)
1.623(4)

141.9(2)
129.7(41
141.1(6)
160.2(7)
1 29.6(2)
135.3(4)
133.7(4)
1s0.6(5)

2.548(s)
2.67347)
2.362(5)
2.498(11)
2.967(5)
2.414(1O)
2.958(1 1 )

23.11

1.724(6)
1.588(6)
1.632(6)
1.638(6)

141.9(4)
129.2(6)
139.s(9)
160.0(12)
129.4(3)
136.8(6)
132.1(71
1s0.9(8)

2.s34(8)
2.634(9)
2.356(9)
2.431(19)
2.981(7)
2.400(1 6)
2.s8q17)

22.60

1.733(71
1.583(7)
1.63s(7)
1.615(7)

141.9(4)
128.s(6)
1 37.6(1 0)
1 58.3(1 3)
129.0(4)
136.1(7)
134.s(8)
152.3(9)

2.502(9)
2.601(1 1)
2.31s(e)
2.406(21)
2.986(9)
2.41 9(1 9)
2.980(18)

22.22

1.730(8)
1.589(8)
1.622(71
1.61q7)

140.8(5)
12s.3{6)
135.2(1 1)
160.2(14)
126.q4)
136.7(8)
134.1(s)
152.1(9)

2.46qe)
2.s1s(13)
2.291(1 1)
2.349(20)
2.984(10)
2.366(20)
2.981(20)

21.35

1.725(71
1.596(8)
1 .611(7)
1.609(7)

1 39.5(5)
130.1(6)
13s.4(9)
159.4(14)
125.3(4)
137.4(71
13s.s(8)
1s3.8(9)

2.44qe)
2.48't(14)
2.245(1O)
2.382(19)
2.963(s)
2.332(17)
2.963(19)

21.02
t From the comDlete data set.

-- From the constrained data set

gel, 1988). However, Levien and Prewitt (198 l) reported
that the Si-O bonds in coesite, the SiO, structure that is
most similar to the feldspar structure, appear to shorten
by 0.006 A with pressure up to 5.2 GPa. The SiO" tet-
rahedral angles also do not appear to vary over the ap-
plied pressure range, with the tetrahedral angle variance
(Robinson et al., I 97 I ) remaining fairly constant (of",: 5-
l0). On the other hand, of,, doubled from 20 at room
pressure to 40 at 3.78 GPa for the AlO. tetrahedron. The
volumes ofthe tetrahedra do not appear to vary over the
pressure range ofthe experiment.

The Na atom occupies an irregular interstitial cavity in

the negatively charged aluminosilicate framework. It is
difficult to determine whether or not the M-site cation is
coordinated to a given O atom in the alkali feldspars. In
many structures, the M-O bond lengths display a broad
range ofvalues with no apparent distinguishable gaps. If
M : K or Rb, then the coordination number is usually
chosen as nine, but for M : Li, the coordination appears
to be five (Smith and Brown, 1988). When M : Na, the
coordination appears to depend, in part, on the frame-
work cations. For NaAlGerO, and NaGaGerOr, there are
four O atoms with short M-O bond lengths (=2.4 L), and

o {

o

z.

o {

o  1 .65
I

F

1 . 7 5

1 .70

1 . 6 0

1 . 5 5

oot
Ort
ogo
ooo
OA2

3.2

5 .0

2 .8

2 .6

2 .4

2.2

2 .0

Pressure  (GPo)

Fig. 4. The average T-O bond length for each of the four
nonequivalent TOo tetrahedra as a function ofpressure. The er-
ror bars represent I sd, and horizontal lines are drawn to indicate
that there is no significant change in bond length with pressure.

01234
Pressu re  (GPo)

Fig. 5. The variation ofNa-O bond length with pressure. The
data are indicated by bars of I sd, and the lines represent least-
squares linear fits to the data. Note that only the five shortest
bonds show any changes.
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F\g. 7 . The variation of the T-O-T angles with pressure. Er-
ror bars indicate I sd. Best-fit lines are superimposed: solid lines
represent Si-O-Si angles and dashed lines represent Al-O-Si an-
gles. The O atom involved in the angle is indicated. Note that
only Al-O-Si angles decrease with increasing pressure.

gel (1992) conclusion that there is no difference between
Al-O-Si and Si-O-Si angle bending behavior in feldspars
at high pressure. However, the only structural data avail-
able to them were from anorthite, in which every angle
is an Al-O-Si angle. Finally, given that there is little sig-
nificant difference between the shape and orientation of
the strain ellipsoids for high sanidine and low albite (An-
gel et al., 1988), it appears that differential T-O-T angle
bending is not responsible for the shape and orientation
of these ellipsoids. However, we show that it may be
responsible for the difference in the sizes of these ellip-
soids.

The average T-O-T angle, with a rate of -0.23(6)'/

GPa, barely decreases with pressure. This behavior is quite

different from the compressional behavior of the silica
polymorphs. In their study of the behavior of cristobalite
with pressure, Downs and Palmer (1994) showed that
V/Vovaieslinearly with the normalized average Si-O-Si
angle for quartz, cristobalite, and coesite. Clearly, the
mechanism for compression in albite, even though it is a
framework silicate, is quite different from that in the sil-
ica polymorphs. On the other hand, the T-O-T angle-
bending rate in albite is statistically equal to the rate cal-
culated for anorthite from the data of Angel (1988)

l-0.29(ll)"/GPal. The average Al-O-Si angle in low al-
bite varies with pressure as (Al-O-Si) : 136.4(2) -

0.70(ll)P. The significantly lower rate in anorthite is
probably due to the different influences ofthe M cations
on the bridging O atoms. The shorter and stronger Ca2+-
Oo, bonds tend to stiffen the Al-O-Si angles, compared
with the longer and weaker Na'+-Oo. bonds.

1 6 0

1 5 0

1 4 0

1 5 0

6J0 640 650 660 670

Cel l  Volum" (At)

Fig. 6. The variation of the volume of the Na polyhedron
with the volume of the unit cell. The best-fit linear equation is
represented by the line.

for reedmergnerite, NaBSirOr, there are five. Tradition-
ally, mineralogists have chosen seven or nine as the co-
ordination number of Na in albite. In this paper, we as-
sume that the coordination number is seven in spite of
the observation that with increasing pressure the two lon-
ger Na-O bonds (-3.0 A) 0iA not change in length,
whereas the five shorter ones showed compression (Table
4, Fig. 5). These trends are different from those observed
for anorthite (Angel, 1988), where only the longer Ca-O
bonds showed compression and the CaO' polyhedral vol-
umes remained constant. This difference in behavior
probably relates to the comparatively greater strength of
the Ca-O bonds. The volume of the NaO' polyhedron
varies linearly with the volume of the unit cell (Fig. 6),
with the bulk modulus of the NaO, polyhedron calculated
as Ko : 26(2) GPa. The compression of the four NaO'
polyhedra accounts for 22o/o of the change in unit-cell
volume.

Low albite contains eight nonequivalent O atoms, each
associated with a bridging T-O-T angle. Variations of
T-O-T angles with pressure are plotted in Figure 7. Only
Al-O-Si angles showed a decrease with increasing pres-
sure. In a molecular-orbital study of the bonding ener-
getics in framework molecular sieves, Nicholas et al.
(1992) derived potential energy curves for Al-O-Si and
Si-O-Si angles in structural analogues of the disiloxane
molecule, with high-level basis sets that included multi-
ple polarization functions. They showed that the Al-O-Si
angle, with a quadratic force constant of 8.95 kcal/(mol'
rad'z), is twice as soft in this molecule as the Si-O-Si angle,
with a quadratic force constant of 17 .34 kcal/(mol 'rad').

The observation that only Al-O-Si angles decrease with
pressure in low albite appears to be consistent with the
molecular orbital calculations. On the other hand, this
observation is not consistent with the Hackwell and An-

20.56;6
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* onorth i te

O reedmergner i te

microc l ine

son id ine

w o lb i te
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130  131  132  133
<  T -Og-T  >  ong le  ( " )

Fig. 8. The variation of the average T-O.-T angle vs. the
bulk modulus for some feldspars. The albite is from this study,
and the other data points were collated by Angel (1994). Note
that a correlation appears to exist for the alkali feldspars. Sani-
dine does not frt the trend as well as the others, perhaps reflecting
structural as well as chemical disorder. However, ifthe data from
Angel et al. (1988) for sanidine were submitted to the same Birch-
Murnaghan equation of state fitting algorithm as used in this
study, with weights calculated from both the errors in pressure
and cell volume, then Ko : 6l(2) GPa, resulting in better agree-
ment with the trend. Anorthite does not follow the same trend
as the alkali feldspars, perhaps because of the effect of the rela-
tively strong Ca-O bonds in influencing the direction of strain
in the structure.

Drscussrox
A section of the albite crystal perpendicular to [010] is

illustrated in Figure 3a, which shows chains of four-mem-
bered rings oftetrahedra that run parallel to [001]. These
rings were called the horizontal 4-rings by Smith and
Brown (1988). Compression along these chains, assuming
rigid horizontal four-membered rings, would require
bending of the Al-Oo,-Si angle. An examination of Figure
7 shows that this angle narrows only slightly with increas-
ing pressure. Figure 3d shows that the orientation of the
most compressive axis of the strain ellipsoid is perpen-
dicular to, and more or less in, the same plane as these
chains. The zigzagchannels that are parallel to these chains
contain the Na atoms and are a region of the crystal that
is relatively weaker than other parts of the structure be-
cause of the weaker Na-O bonds. Thus it appears that
compression is accomplished by narrowing the gap be-
tween the chains. Another set of chains is stacked directly
below the illustrated layer, related by a symmetry inver-
sion, and linked by the two O^, atoms in each four-mem-
bered ring (Fig. 3b). Upon compression, there was little
change in the distance between these layers, and the Si-

Oor-Si angle was observed to remain constant over the
pressure interval (Fig. 7).

Another set ofchains is stacked above the zigzagchan-
nels (Fig. 3c) related to the lower layer (Fig. 3a) by the
C-lattice translation and linked to it by the four O.o and
O.- atoms in each horizontal four-membered ring. An
examination of Figure 7 shows that the Al-O.o-Si angle
undergoes significant narrowing, whereas Si-O.--Si in-
creases slightly, if at all. This behavior is consistent with
that expected from softer Al-O-Si angles and stiffer Si-O-
Si angles. The Al-O.o-Si and Si-O.--Si angles link the
horizontal four-membered rings of the two layers into
double-crankshaft chains that run parallel to [l00]. Thus
it appears that pressure causes the crankshaft chains to
fold up, somewhat like an accordion. Interestingly, cor-
relations of the length of the a axis with M-cation radius
also demonstrate the flexibility of the crankshaft chains
(Smith and Brown, 1988).

Internally, the horizontal four-membered ring under-
goes a slight shear, with the Ooo-Oo- separation decreas-
ing by 0.1 I A and the O"o-Ou- separation increasing by
0.05 A over the range 0-3.78 GPa. An examination of
Figure 7 indicates that the Al-Ooo-Si and Si-Oo--Si an-
gles widen slightly, and the Al-OBo-Si angle decreases with
pressure, concomitant with this shear. Essentially all the
compression along the c axis is accommodated by this
shear, with the TIO-Tlm distance decreasing by 0.07 A
and the T2O-T2n distance increasing by 0.01 A over the
range 0-3.78 GPa.

To determine the structural elements that control com-
pression, we first compared the distance between the
chains of four-membered rings [this distance is the spac-
ing of (100)l with the bulk modulus for various feldspar
types: anorthite, microcline, sanidine, reedmergnerite
(Angel, 1988, 1994; Angel et al., 1988; Hackwell and An-
gel, 1992), and low albite from this study. We anticipated
that compressibility would be greatest for the structures
with the largest separation between the chains. However,
no discernible correlation was observed. The other ob-
vious possibility was to compare the value of the Al-O.o-
Si angle for a given structure with its bulk modulus. How-
ever, since Al-Si disorder is such a common feature in
feldspar structures, we made a plot of the average T-O.-T
angle vs. bulk modulus (Fig. 8). A discernible correlation
seems to exist between this angle and bulk modulus, but
it only holds for the alkali feldspars: the wider the angle,
the more compressible the structure. From the point of
view ofenergetics, this makes sense because the narrower
the T-O-T angle, the more energy is needed to compress
the angle even further. This trend is also consistent with
the stiffening of the major axis of the unit-strain ellipsoid
with pressure (Fig. 2). Anorthite does not follow the trend
ofthe alkali feldspars, perhaps because ofthe strength of
the Ca-O bonds and their influences on the compression
mechanism. The strain ellipsoid for anorthite is signifi-
cantly different from those in the alkali feldspars-a fea-
ture that Angel (l 994) attributed to the influence ofstrong
Ca-O bonds.
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Tnn Brrrcr oF PRESST.TRE oN THE
ORDERING OF ALBITT

Low albite is the common natural form of albite, with
Al ordered into the TIO site. Attempts to synthesize low
albite at room pressure have always failed, with only the
disordered form being created. However, Martin (1969)
and Goldsmith and Jenkins (1985) have shown that low
albite can be synthesized from albitic glass or even from
high albite at 300-400 "C and -l-2 GPa. Having dem-
onstrated the role of the Al-O.-Si angle in the compres-
sion of low albite, it follows that if Si disorders into the
TIO site, then the T-Oco-T angle will be stiffer and the
compressibility of the structure decreased. The energy
term, PAV, will be smaller for disordered albite than for
ordered albite, and so with enough heat to aid the kinet-
ics, and with the application of pressure, Al-Si ordering
is encouraged. On the other hand, since molecular orbital
calculations have shown that the B-O-Si angle force con-
stant [33.90 kcal/(mol'rad'z)] is twice as large as the Si-
O-Si force constant (Nicholas et al., 1992), then the op-
posite behavior might be observed for reedmergnerite,
with B-Si disordering encouraged with increasing pres-
sure. A possible problem, however, is that the potential
well for the B-O-Si angle is relatively narrow, and there-
fore only a small range of angles near 130'is stable (Gei-
singer et al., 1985). This restricted range of angles may
exclude the T-O"--T and T-O'--T angles (Fig. 7) and
therefore excludes B from the Tlm. T2O, and T2m sites.
To the best of our knowledge, this experiment has not
been completed; however, it could verify the ideas pre-
sented in this paper.

Goldsmith (1986) demonstrated that H plays an im-
portant role in promoting Al-Si interdiffusion in albite at
high pressures-a result that may be explained qualita-
tively by our data. The Na-O.o bond length is the longest
of all the Na-O bonds to O atoms involved in Al-O-Si
angles (Fig. 5), and so it follows that the O.o atom is the
most underbonded O atom in the albite structure. Any
H present would most certainly be attracted to this site.
Given the pivotal role of the O.o atom when the structure
is subjected to pressure, it follows that the Al-O."-Si an-
gle would be under considerable strain. This strain, cou-
pled with the effects of H bonding, may weaken the struc-
ture in that region. Bond breaking could easily be followed
by cation diffusion. This idea could be verified through
an electron density study of the albite structure in the
region of the Oco atom.

The results of this study demonstrate the pivotal role
of the T-O.-T angle in the high-pressure behavior of al-
kali feldspars in general and of low albite in particular.
The Al-Ouo-Si angle also shows considerable narrowing
with pressure, but it is not clear how primary this change
is. Certainly, in a structure as complex as that of low
albite, all the pressure behavior cannot be ascribed to one
simple component of the structure. Computer modeling
of the feldspar structure and its pressure behavior would
be particularly useful, with special attention directed to

these two angles. Also, more data about the effects of
pressure on the degree of Al-Si order for other feldspar
structures completed in dry conditions, similar to the ex-
periments reported by Goldsmith and Jenkins (1985),
could reveal much about the Al-Si ordering mechanism.
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